COVID-19
How are brands
responding?

The Great Freeze
Unprecedented Disruption

Employee health & safety
Supply chain disruptions
Organizational paralysis
Lockdowns
Work from home
Healthcare shortages

The COVID-19 disease has taken the entire
globe by storm that has forced world leaders
and organizations to resort to extreme
measures of a magnitude that we haven’t
witnessed earlier. With over 700,000 cases
worldwide and over 30,000 deaths, the
pandemic has impacted every global citizen at
a personal level rolling out a wave of panic and
paranoia.
While the extent of economic impact is yet to be
known, businesses and industries are going
through a major setback due to less consumer
demand, remote work and lockdowns.

Demand contraction
Social distancing

Source: https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/

Frozen activities: Voluntary and mandated
Frozen investments: “Conserve the ammunition”
Frozen thinking: “Let the dust settle”

Some brands continue to be active
5 Broad approaches seen
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While most businesses are waiting it out to
make an adequate and effective response
to the situation, some brands have not held
themselves back and have reacted in
different ways.
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Amplify public/ health messages
Appropriate messages using brand assets,
linked to brand story using brand tonality

Joining the Fight/ Charity
Reaching vulnerable/affected population or
professionals to mitigate the crisis

Short term customer acquisition
Use current scenario/isolation to drive
acquisition of new consumers

Support impacted industry stakeholders
Initiatives that mitigate financial or other impact on
stakeholders who may be struggling

Meaningful actions for customers
Initiatives with tangible, real benefits for
customers to build stronger relationships
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Amplify Public/Health Messages
Most companies are following this approach

Social Distancing
The most iconic brands found creative ways to
depict the health message. While some made
adaptations to their logo, others motivated
individuals to follow this practice for the
betterment of the society.

New York times
published an article
on social distancing
in an innovative
layout
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Amplify Public/Health Messages
Most companies are following this approach

Better hygiene
Some brands focused on
promoting better hygiene by
reminding them to wash
hands. Dettol went one step
ahead and turned it into a
digital challenge to wash
hands for 20 seconds.
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Joining the Fight/Charity
Many companies are making large donations to fight the pandemic

Changing production
schedules to produce
equipment and
products
as a response to the
Pandemic

Giving away money and
products
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Opportunistic customer acquisition
Taking advantage of situation to increase customer base

Making online services
available free/reduced costs
to encourage greater
participation
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Support impacted industry stakeholders
Trying to mitigate financial or any other impact for those who may be struggling

Helping affected
and vulnerable
stakeholders in the
industry by giving
temporary financial
relief
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Support meaningful actions to support consumers
Real brand building initiatives that strengthens customer relationships

https://youtu.be/sCAkKI2dwhs

Understanding consumer’s real life
problems and finding solutions to comfort
them in a time of crisis

https://www.jdpower.com/cars/shopping-guides/automakers-create-coronavirus-car-payment-plans
https://newsroom.heb.com/h-e-b-launches-community-care-efforts-across-the-state-to-assist-our-most-vulnerable-neighbors/

https://media.ford.com/content/fordmedia/fna/us/en/news/2020/03/19/ford-takes-action-to-address-effects-of-coronavirus-pandemic.html
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Our perspective on the approaches

Amplify public
health messages

Joining the Fight/
Charity

Short term customer
acquisition

Support impacted
industry stakeholders

Meaningful actions
for customers

Appropriate messages using
brand assets, linked to brand
story using brand tonality

Reaching vulnerable/affected
population or professionals to
mitigate the crisis

Use current scenario/isolation
to drive acquisition of new
consumers

Initiatives that mitigate financial
or other impact on
stakeholders who may be
struggling

Initiatives with tangible, real
benefits for customers to
build stronger relationships
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The effects are likely short
term and wont outlast the
crisis.
While this is better than
doing nothing, it can
backfire if the tone goes
wrong
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It is cynical to assume
these actions are
commercially motivated.
But as an unintended
consequence, these can
build brand and
corporate reputation.

•

•

If not managed properly,
this can be seen as
crass commercialization.
New customers may not
endure and certainly may
drop out if they are
asked to pay
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Again, it may be cynical
to see this as
commercially motivated.
However this will have
enduring benefit of
making stakeholders feel
positive towards the
brand/organisation

•
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Arguably the best
chance of doing good
to the community as
well as having a long
term business impact.
If managed well, with
appropriate tonality, will
create very strong
brand relationships

Our Conclusion
Companies and brands have stepped up!

•

Brands and corporations, despite facing severe disruptions
themselves have stepped forward to join in building awareness and
support the fight against the Pandemic

•

It is important to ensure that good intent is translated into actions

•

Brands that go beyond communication and actually take actions to
alleviate the crisis facing stakeholders and customers will be
remembered once crisis abates.

•

Amidst all this, it becomes important that the brand tone is pitch
perfect - not seen as opportunistic but as an equal member of the
global community.
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